Self Checkout

ARENA

Self & Automatic Checkouts
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SCANFLOW – Part of a Whole
ABOUT ITAB
ITAB shop concept sells, develops, manufactures and installs
complete shop concepts for retail chain stores. The all-inclusive offer
encompasses standard shop fittings, bespoke fixtures, innovative
solutions for the Self Checkout arena and professional lighting systems.
Our customers represent the largest retail organisations in Europe.
ITAB has offices in 19 countries and runs 14 production facilities in
northern Europe and China. ITAB also has various commercial partners
throughout Europe, enabling us to offer the widest range of products
and services to retailers.
In close collaboration with its customers, ITAB contributes its extensive
experience and expertise to the specific needs and requests of its
customers. Business operations are founded on long-term business
relationships and reliable delivery in combination with streamlined
production resources. ITAB is the market leader of checkouts to retailers
in Europe, and one of Europe’s largest suppliers of shop fittings and
professional lighting systems.

ITAB SCANFLOW
ITAB ScanFlow is a Sales & Product Company within the ITAB Group
and is situated in Jönköping, Sweden.
ScanFlow’s checkout concept comes from our position as the number
one ‘main-bank’ checkout provider in northern Europe. As a result,
our primary focus started with belted, full-trolley shops. From there,
we developed a family of products that offer the very best customer
experience, the simplest checkout process and the best operating cost
model from medium-to-large format retailers that accommodates the full
breadth of basket sizes.
ITAB ScanFlow develops both hardware and software solutions for Self
Checkouts (SCO) for Retail. All SCO units are developed, designed,
manufactured and assembled within our organization in Sweden. ITAB
ScanFlow is furthermore responsible for the concept, functionality,
quality and technical support of all self-service checkout solutions
within the ITAB Group. The first ITAB SCO units were installed in the
Netherlands in 2003 and today well over 1,000 ITAB SCO units are
installed across Europe, and this is growing rapidly, year by year.
ITAB ScanFlow has also developed the EasyFlow fully automatic
checkout. EasyFlow is the first checkout to automatically identify
articles, even without barcodes. Even articles with no barcode such as
fruit, vegetables and bread are identified with the new patented MatchX
technology.

ITAB – IMPROVING THE SHOP EXPERIENCE
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SHOP FITTINGS

LIGHTING

EXIT/ENTRANCE

CHECKOUTS

SHOP FITTING CONCEPTS
ACCOUNT FOR MORE THAN
HALF OF ITAB’S TURNOVER.
ITAB OFFERS A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FITTINGS,
CUSTOMISED CONCEPTS AND
FULLY CUSTOMER-ADAPTED
CONCEPTS.

NORDIC LIGHT DEVELOPS,
MANUFACTURES AND
MARKETS A FULL RANGE OF
ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING FIXTURES AND DISPLAY
LIGHTING. NORDIC LIGHT
HAS BEEN PART OF ITAB
SHOP CONCEPT SINCE 2011.

ITAB IS TODAY ONE OF EUROPE’S
LARGEST PLAYERS IN THE ENTRANCE
AND CUSTOMER GUIDANCE MARKET.
ITAB SHOP PRODUCTS DEVELOPS,
MANUFACTURES AND MARKETS ENTRANCE AND CUSTOMER GUIDANCE
SYSTEMS THAT OPTIMISE CUSTOMER FLOW AND IMPROVE SAFETY.

ITAB PRODUCES AND SELLS
CONVENTIONAL CHECKOUTS
(CCO). THE GROUP IS TODAY
ONE OF EUROPE’S LARGEST
SUPPLIERS OF CHECKOUTS.
ITAB ALSO MANUFACTURES
SELF CHECKOUT SOLUTIONS
(SCO).
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EXIT
The New Self Checkout Arena

Traditional conventional checkout
layout. Suitable for customers with
large amounts of articles.

A smaller area with SCO will attract
customers with fewer articles and increase
checkout flow and customer value.

An extended SCO area with a belted
Self Checkout will further improve the
capacity and choice for the customer.

A well-adapted SCO layout will attract
more customers, increase customer
flow and increase service.

A SELF CHECKOUT ARENA WITH GREATER
PRODUCTIVITY
The combination of various kinds of self-service checkouts with
traditional checkouts is fast gaining ground worldwide. Greater
productivity is achieved through staff being able to handle more
customers at the same time.
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Checkout Arena PRODUCTS

EXIT

Product Portfolio

The future Self Checkout arena will require tailor made solutions to
fulfil every customer need and expectations.
ITAB offers a wide range of basket-to-bag and belted SCOs that
are designed to fulfil every requirement from hypermarkets to small
convenience stores and kiosks.
The Self Checkout arena is designed to create an efficient customer
flow, contribute to an optimised footprint and enhance the customer
experience.

MoveFLOW

MODULAR C0

ITAB is a total checkout

provider that delivers
complete and tailor made
solutions for the Self
Checkout arena.
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Checkout Arena LAYOUTS

EXIT

One Solution Does Not Fit All

There is no more “one size fits all” scenario for checkouts. In order
to deliver optimal operational savings and a high degree of customer
satisfaction, the range of checkout products must not only extend
to different formats, such as convenience stores, supermarkets or
hypermarkets, but also be appropriate for similar formats which differ
in terms of location, customer demographics and time of day etc.
Whereas traditionally focus has been on speeding up scanning time,
it is the packing time that is now the bottle neck in many scenarios
and the cause of most customer anxiety.
ITAB have created a variety of solutions that takes this time out
of the equation, not only increasing throughput for the retailer
but decreasing the amount of stress on behalf of the shopper.

Our strength lies in our

ability to deliver customised
checkout solutions in
response to customer
specifications and demand.
Our modular and integrated
designs can be tailored to
everyone’s needs.
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Checkout Arena PROJECT

EXIT

Analyse Customer Needs

ITAB analyses the store’s records when optimising the Self Checkout
arena. By analysing traffic flows, dwell times, transaction rates (items
per hour), staff costs etc. we can advise you on the optimum mix of
conventional, Self Checkout and automated checkout configurations
to balance customer satisfaction and resource efficiency.

Fundamental store
analysis

Interactive layout and
planning tools

Return on Investment
analysis

Strategic support in
your decision

Planning, project
management and delivery

Installation and
training

Support and
follow-up

Our “Flow Management”

analysis enables us to design
a solution that maximises
customer flow, minimises
queues and maximises
choice and service for
the customers.
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Checkout Arena ATTENDANTS

EXIT

An Inspiring and Secure Work Environment

ITAB provides the retailer with the opportunity to significantly increase
the productivity within the Self Checkout arena. Depending on the type
of ITAB Self Checkouts, one member of the staff can serve six to eight
checkouts at the same time.
With ITAB fixed or portable monitoring stations, staff can quickly get
an overview of the Self Checkout arena. Common errors and customer
information can easily be managed remotely to increase customer flow
and satisfaction.
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Monitoring
systems – Fixed
or portable units
show all necessary
information.
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AttendFlow Software - with our software, we
can handle most events that occur during Self
Checkout. We can display and verify error
messages, perform age verification, see current
receipts in real time, control exit gates and more.

By providing a simple

system to monitor the Self
Checkout arena, staff can
focus on other things that
create customer value.
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Checkout Arena CUSTOMER

EXIT

Improve Overall Customer Satisfaction

In order to increase efficiency and customer satisfaction it is
essential to break down the checkout process into its main parts;
scan, pay, pack and exit. Not until you understand each part and
how it affects the customer and staff can you maximise the area’s
capacity as a whole.

SHOP
Visualization
In order to maximise customer flow, it is important that
the customer understands
how the Self Checkout
arena works. Through welldesigned customer specific
suggestions, we can create
a comprehensive experience
for the customer.

SCAN

PAY

BAG

EXIT

To encourage customers

to use Self Checkout is
a major challenge. By
creating an easy to use
system, we increase
customer satisfaction.
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POS INTEGRATION

EXIT

•
•
•
•

ITAB SCO-API – POS Integration

Low integration cost
Low cost of ownership
Maximized flexibility for retailer
POS supplier independent

ITAB focuses on the security aspect of the SCO system, and provides
the POS/retailer with the interface and tools to manage the front end
of the system with respect to the customer including fiscal activities
and onscreen communication.

EFT

PRINTER

POS
APPLICATION

SCANNER

A key benefit of this solution is that the SCO software becomes a part
of the POS software, thereby minimising testing of new releases of
POS or SCO software. To secure optimal functionality, ITAB works
closely with the retailer and POS provider during the integration and
thereafter. API will also be more cost-efficient over time, since any
changes in the POS only need to be upgraded in the POS application
and not in the SCO application as well.

CASH MANAGEMENT

....

TOUCH SCREEEN

ITAB SCO - API PROTOCOL

CUSTOMER INTERFACE
The customer interface will be handled by the POS application. This
gives the retailer the opportunity to create a common interface for all
customers regardless of self-service system.

SCALE

BELTS

SELF CHECKOUT APPLICATION

DIVIDER ARM

SENSORS

WEIGHT DATABASE

....

ITAB SCO-API offers a cost

effective and flexible POS
integration solution. ITAB
SCO-API is POS supplier
independent and gives the
customer full control of the
shopper experience.
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MoveFLOW SERIES

Move
FLOW

®

Flexible and Award-winning Design
MoveFlow is POS independent and fully integrated with our ITAB SCO-API
interface. The system is very clean and smart, making it easy for staff and
shoppers to understand.

SMALL FOOTPRINT
MoveFlow is ideal as an express checkout in stores or as complementary
express checkout in supermarkets, DIY stores and convenience stores.

FLEXIBLE CASH HANDLING OPTIONS
MoveFlow can be fitted with a variety of card and card/cash solutions. All
solutions are fully integrated for minimal footprint.
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MoveFlow GUIDE

EXIT

MoveFlow – Fully Customisable

The MoveFlow can be customised for every customer
specific requirement, from brand specific colouring to the
ability to handle cash payments, there is a MoveFlow for
every need.

CUSTOM COLORING:
MoveFlow can be delivered in any colour to match every customer
requirement.

LIGHT TOWER:
MoveFlow can be fitted with various light towers depending
on customer needs. Choose between ITAB’s own solution, or
select a different solution on the market.

SCANNER/SCALE:
MoveFlow can be equipped with most common scanner/scale
systems on the market.

CARD/CASH PAYMENT:
MoveFlow can be can be fitted with several different cards or
card/cash solutions to meet every customer need.

SAFETY:
MoveFlow is equipped with a self-learning scale system that
will detect mistakes and attemts at fraud.

BAG HANDLING:
MoveFlow offers the ability to adapt to all types of bag handling.
We do not recommend bag holders but MoveFlow is of course
compatible with bag holders and most bag types and bag sizes.

SHELVING OPTIONS:
Depending upon the model, MoveFlow can be equipped with
different shelving configurations such as bag storage, pull-out
drawers for POS computer, open shelves etc.
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MoveFLOW

MoveFlow 1 & 2 – Solid and
Stylish Self Checkouts with a
Small Footprint
MoveFlow is designed to work efficient in most basketto-bag scenarios. Depending on the store layout and
customer patterns, choose the version that suits the
situation best.
A mix of MoveFlow and TwinFlow is often recommended
to create sufficient capacity for a mixture of basket-tobag and trolley sales.
The MoveFlow 1 & 2 and MoveFlow Mini are equipped for
card payment application only. Cash payment functionality
can be added in a separate standalone cash unit.

MoveFlow Mini - Small and
Robust
MoveFlow mini with its small footprint is ideal in
environments where there is limited space or where
average purchases consist of very few items such as
convenience stores, kiosks or pharmacies.

FACTS

MoveFLOW
Measurements:
Height: 1570 mm
Width: 875 mm
Depth: 625 mm

MINI

A

B

POWER SUPPLY/ELECTRICAL DETAILS:

MoveFLOW

European Version:
Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 VAC +/- 10%
Absolute maximum power: 183 W +/- 10%
Standby: 163 W +/- 10%
SCO Weighing System:
Weighing range: 5 to 15000 g
Weighing resolution: 5 g
Hardware Package:
1 x SCO Scale
1 x Touch Screen 17”
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POWER SUPPLY/ELECTRICAL DETAILS:

MoveFLOW

Measurements:

European Version:

Dynamic Weighing System:

Hight (high): 1650 mm
(low): 1570 mm
Width: 1347 mm
Depth: 625 mm

Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 VAC +/- 10%
Absolute maximum power: 202 W +/- 10%
Standby: 182 W +/- 10%

Weighing range: 5 to 15000 g
Weighing resolution: 5 g
Certified scale in combination with
Dynamic user GUI and a separate
weighing display.

MoveFLOW

1

2

Measurements:
Hight (high): 1650 mm
(low): 1570 mm
Width: 1775 mm
Depth: 625 mm

A

B

SCO Weighing System:
Weighing range: 5 to 25000 g
Weighing resolution: 1 g

D /1/2

Hardware Package:
1 x SCO Scale
1 x Dynamic weighing scale (for Dynamic option only)
1 x Touch Screen 17”
1 x Scanner
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MoveFLOW

MODULAR CASH

MoveFlow Modular CASH
MoveFlow Modular can be equipped with an integrated
cash management system. Currently ITAB offers two
systems with different speeds, simplicity, and security
levels. Due to the modular design of the system, the
frame can easily be adapted to other systems on the
market.

GLORY
The GLORY CI-10B/C system offers secure closed and
automated cash management in connection with a back
office unit CI-100. The system is also available with a
stacking collection cassette. The GLORY system offers
great flexibility and reliability for both the staff and end
users.

OEM
The OEM system offers a simpler approach to cash
management although the system does not offer the
same flexibility and security as GLORY. However, the
system supports most world currencies and the system
requires no additional software integration than ITAB API.

COIN OEM

•
•
•
•
•

COIN GLORY

•
•
•
•
•
•

Amount of recycling modules: 8
Max amount of coins per recycling module: 150-500
Dropbox capacity: 500
Bulk feed for deposit: Yes, up to 50 coins
Deposit speed: 4 coins/second
Dispensing speed: 5 coins/second

NOTE GLORY

NOTE OEM

•
•
•
•
•
•

Amount of recycling modules: 3
• Max amount of notes per module: 100
• Dropbox capacity: 1000
• Deposit speed: 0.25 notes/second
• Deposit (Capacity of inlet): Note-by-note
• Dispensing speed: 0.65 notes/second

Amount of recycling modules: 3
Max amount of notes per module: 100
Dropbox capacity: 300/450 (IFC/SCC)
Deposit speed: 3 notes/second
Deposit (Capacity of inlet): 30 notes simultainiously
Dispensing speed: 3 notes/second (Dispense stack)

Amount of recycling modules: 6
Max amount of coins per recycling module: 150-500
Dropbox capacity: 500
Bulk feed for deposit: Yes, up to 50 coins
Deposit speed: 2 coins/second

FACTS

MoveFLOW

MODULAR C0 GLORY

MoveFLOW

Measurements:

Measurements:

Height: 1600 mm
Width: 694 mm
Depth: 781 mm

Height: 1600 mm
Width: 1405 mm
Depth: 781 mm

MODULAR C1 GLORY

A

B

MoveFLOW
Measurements:
Height: 1600 mm
Width: 1747 mm
Depth: 781 mm

MODULAR C2 GLORY

A

B

POWER SUPPLY/ELECTRICAL DETAILS:

MoveFLOW

European Version:

Dynamic Weighing System:

Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 VAC +/- 10%
Absolute maximum power: 740 W +/- 10%
Standby: 720 W +/- 10%

Weighing range: 5 to 15000 g
Weighing resolution: 5 g
Certified scale in combination with
Dynamic user GUI and a separate
weighing display.

SCO Weighing System:
Weighing range: 5 to 20000 g
Weighing resolution: 1 g
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MODULAR CD

Hardware Package:
1 x SCO Scale
1 x Dynamic weighing scale (for
Dynamic option only)
1 x Touch Screen 17”
1 x Scanner
25

MoveFLOW

MODULAR HYBRID

From SCO to CCO in
Seconds
Do you want to reduce queuing, minimise staff and give your
express customers the option of a convenient checkout?
MoveFlow Modular HYBRID offers the best of both CCO and
SCO checkout.

The situation in the Self Checkout arena can change
quickly from being calm to very busy. Therefore it is
important to be able to quickly respond to the peaks in
customer flow.
At times, with few customers the HYBRID is configured
as a Self Checkouts and several units can easily be
operated by one person.
These Self Checkouts can quickly, if necessary, be
converted to manned checkouts to increase capacity
and service
.

SCO -MODE SELF CHECKOUT:
SELF-SERVICE

CCO -MODE CONVENTIONAL
CHECKOUT: MANNED CHECKOUT

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Self-learning weight check system
Touch screen with user guidance
Integrated certified scale and scanner
Cash and card concept

Hybrid checkout design - SCO and CCO
Movable centre console switches mode
Rear storage capacity
Local POS setup and cash drawer in
CCO mode

FACTS

Measurements:
Height: 1477 mm
Width: 1405 mm
Depth: 781 mm

A

B

POWER SUPPLY/ELECTRICAL DETAILS:

MoveFLOW

European Version:

Dynamic Weighing System:
Weighing range: 5 to 15000 g
Weighing resolution: 5 g
Certified scale in combination with Dynamic
user GUI and a separate weighing display.

Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 VAC +/- 10%
Absolute maximum power: 211 W +/- 10%
Standby: 191 W +/- 10%
SCO Weighing System:
Weighing range: 5 to 25000 g
Weighing resolution: 1 g
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MODULAR HYBRID D

Dynamic = Certified Weighing
To serve the need for certified weighing of
fruit & vegetables this Hybrid has a separate
scale next to the scanner. The certified scale
is constructed to work in both SCO and
CCO modes.

Hardware Package:
1 x SCO Scale
1 x Dynamic weighing scale (for Dynamic
option only)
1 x Touch Screen 17”
2 x Scanner

Cash management systems can be
integrated with the MoveFlow Modular
HYBRID to provide additional flexibility.
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ITAB Products for the New Self Checkout Arena

Twin
FLOW
®

“Still a shining example of user
friendliness” - Planet Retail
•
•
•
•
•

Intuitive for customers
Can handle two customers at the same time
Trolley customers no longer a problem for SCO
Double throughput potential of MoveFlow
Additional security features with light-curtain

TwinFlow offers an efficient and complete Self Checkout solution. The
system not only offers all the benefits of MoveFlow regarding fraud
prevention and self-learning weight control but also provides additional
security in the form of a light-curtain. It suits both basket and trolley
shoppers and has all the features required to handle different kinds of
articles.
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TwinFLOW

TwinFlow - Unmatched Flexibility

CUSTOM COLORING:
TwinFlow can be delivered in any colour to match every type of
customer requirement.

TwinFlow is one of the most intuitive and secure Self Checkout systems on the market.

LIGHT TOWER:
TwinFlow can be fitted with various light towers depending on customer needs. Choose between ITAB’s own solution, or select
a different solution on the market.

CARD/CASH PAYMENT:
TwinFlow can be can be fitted with several different card or card/
cash solutions to meet every customer need.

INTEGRATED BELT-SCALE:
The integrated belt-scale provides the opportunity for increased
security and simplicity. The scale can handle multiple products
simultaneously, resulting in increased flexibility, speed and robustness.

SAFETY:
TwinFlow is equipped with a self-learning scale system that will
detect mistakes and attempts at fraud. It is also equipped with
a light-curtain for additional safety.

2 X CUSTOMER HANDLING:
TwinFlow is a unique two-belted solution that is capable
of serving two customers with trolleys or other larger
purchases simultaneously. It is truly flexible.

A
Measurements:
Length: 4025 mm
Width: 1180 mm
Height: 1440 mm
TwinFlow is also
available with outfeed
+ 500 mm and +1000 mm
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B

POWER SUPPLY/ELECTRICAL DETAILS:
European Version:
Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 VAC +/- 10 %
Standby (All motors off, rest on): 80 W +/- 10%
Nominal power (in use): 450 W +/- 10%
Absolute maximum power: 1180 W +/- 10%

Dynamic Version:
As standard but with certified
belt scale in combination with
Dynamic user GUI and a separate
weighing display.

SCO Weighing System:
Weighing range: 5 to 15000 grams
Weighing resolution: 5 gram

Hardware Package:
1 x Belt Scale
1 x Scanner
1 x Touch Screen 19”

Cash management by GLORY,
Read more about the system on
page 24-25.
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ITAB Products for the New Self Checkout Arena

With MatchX Technology™

EasyFlow – Fully Automated Checkout
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highest level of security. EasyFlow MatchX Technology identifies the
products for what they really are and not only by what the barcode says
As fast as conventional checkouts
Self-learning software
Significant cost saving
24/7 availability
Compatible with all POS systems. ITAB SCO-API protocol makes
integration simple

EasyFlow is the first Self Checkout that identifies products with more than
99% certainty without the need for barcodes. The system does not rely on
barcodes, but uses a number of sensors to establish what is really passing
through the tunnel. This automated Self Checkout minimises shrinkage and
increases safety in the Self Checkout arena.
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With MatchX Technology™

EasyFLOW - With MatchX Technology

MATCHX TECHNOLOGY:

EasyFlow identifies the products without using barcodes.
Through continuous collection of information and product
data, the system builds a unique identity for each product.

FULLY AUTOMATED CHECKOUT:

MatchX consists of six different sensor technologies and nine different classifiers
with unique algorithms which are all linked to a unique network.

The first automated checkout solution that boasts a product identification ratio of
more than 99%, including fruit and vegetables. All without the need of barcodes.

The identity consists of data from multiple sensors which
makes the system very difficult to cheat.

SIGNIFICANT COST SAVING:
Reduces total checkout staffing levels by a minimum of 50%. One staff member
can support shoppers from 2 to 8 units depending on the preferred service level.

24/7 AVAILABILITY:
Checkout lanes are available 24 hours a day 7 days a week.

SIMPLE INTEGRATION:
Compatible with all POS systems. ITAB SCO-API protocol makes integration
with all existing POS systems simple.

SELF-LEARNING SYSTEM:
Through continuous self-learning, MatchX™ builds the required level of
identification information to select and identify articles.

SAFETY:
The identity consists of data from multiple sensors which makes the system very
difficult to cheat.

EasyFlow can be can be fitted with several different card or card/
cash solutions to meet every customer need.

EASY TO USE:
All customers need to do is to put their articles on the belt just like
in a conventional checkout. The rest is handled by the system and
the articles appear on the receipt.

AUTOMATIC

CARD/CASH PAYMENT:

A

LIGHT TOWER:

CUSTOM COLORING

SHELVING OPTIONS

EasyFlow can be fitted with various light
towers depending on customer needs.

EasyFlow can be delivered in any colour
to match every customer requirement.

The system can be equipped with
different shelving configurations.

FACTS
A
A

B

B
With MatchX Technology™

Measurements:
Long version:
Length: 5780 mm
Width: 1160 mm
Short version:
Length: 5000 mm
Width: 1160 mm
Height: 1450 mm
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POWER SUPPLY/ELECTRICAL DETAILS:
European Version:
Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 VAC +/- 10%
Standby: 225 W +/- 10%
Idle: 520 W +/- 10%
Nominal power (in use): 1600 W +/- 10%
Absolute maximum power: 2000 W +/- 10%
Noice level: Less than 70 dB

Cash management by GLORY. Read more
about the system on page 24-25.
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ITAB Products for the New Self Checkout Arena

Operational Tool Optimised for SCO

A Complete Solution

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Complete real time overview
Status of all units in the system
Minimise intrusive actions from staff
Remote access to key functions through PDA or other handheld device

The AttendFlow makes it easy for staff to get a complete overview of the Self Checkout
arena. It consists of a monitor or a hand held device pared with software to provide administrative functionality.
The system is integrated with ITAB SCO-API and supports normal POS functionality for
example displaying and verifying error messages, performing age verification, displaying
current receipts in real time and controlling exit gates.
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Only paying customers can open the gates
Pro-active customer service. Dedicated SCO exit allows staff to focus on customer service
Prevents backflow

The SCO exit gate provides a natural and controlled flow through the Self Checkout
arena. Custom software and integrated sensors allow us to ensure that only one customer goes through the gate at a time.
ExitFlow secure verification. After approved payment the customer receives a receipt with
a unique barcode. The barcode is then used at the exit gate to verify that the customer
has paid and has permission to leave the store. Only valid barcodes are accepted allowing for better control and high security.
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Customer CASES

EXIT
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Key Features

● A different approach to checkout and self-service systems as a result
of experience and insight

● In our view, customer flow is of primary importance and crucial to the
business. It is a question of user-friendliness and utility

● Technical solutions are there to support the customer and not the
other way around

● A total checkout concept like no other: Fraud prevention built into the
self-learning payment system with a controlled exit flow

● ITAB Flow Concept consists of a wide and complete range of products
with great flexibility and high security

● Inviting design for customers, less complex – easy to use and
understand

● POS supplier independent - easy to integrate
● Efficient attendance and monitoring tools providing staff with a
complete overview of the Self Checkout arena

● Social implementation experience of the ITAB FLOW CONCEPT for
staff and shoppers

● Excellent remote diagnostic capabilities for efficient maintenance and
minimum downtime
ITAB - IMPROVING THE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

ITAB SCANFLOW AB
Box 9054
SE-550 09 Jönköping
Sweden
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PHONE +46 (0)36 299 46 70
FAX +46 (0)36 299 46 88
E-mail info@itabscanflow.com

www.itab.se

2014 VERSION 002 ITAB SCANFLOW AB RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ALTER SPECIFICATIONS CONCERNING TECHNICAL DATA, MODELS, MATERIAL AND SOFTWARE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.

ITAB YOUR TOTAL CHECKOUT PARTNER

